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Foreword by the Chairman
2017 was the year of further strengthening the cross-corridor
cooperation, which is to build a real network of rail freight corridors
in Europe.
After the presentation of the Sector Statement at the TEN-T Days in
Rotterdam, the involved stakeholders of the railway sector identified
10 priority actions requiring most urgent attention. These priorities,
which rely on the support of all involved parties, have already been
approved by the RFCs and the corridor operative managements
decided to set these goals into real actions at the beginning of 2017.
In February a Customer Workshop was organised in Frankfurt where
the participants agreed on three main streams of operations to be
implemented on a network level of Rail Freight Corridors (RFCs) in
the coming years:
 to privilege a business-driven over a politically-driven development,
 to harmonize the operational environment of international rail freight,
 to make international rail freight reliable and predictable.
There was also a common understanding that the RFCs shall further contribute to implement the Sector
Statement from which the RFCs will focus on those priorities which are in connection with the capacity
management, the coordination of infrastructure works, the cross-border coordination of operations
and traffic monitoring, and last but not least with the harmonisation of infrastructure parameters or
performance assessment.
In that context, the RFCs will build a more solid network and as a common platform will act either
through their coordinated actions or under the umbrella of the European organization of the
Infrastructure Managers, RailNetEurope (RNE), in form of projects, pilots or joint actions producing
common, harmonised solutions, or through actions of individual RFCs. Because every RFC has its own
specific characteristics and a sequence of priorities, the duties shall be managed and handled in an
efficient way in order to meet the market expectations.
We look forward to further challenges and our goal is to serve with more and more satisfactory results
and to live up to our mission to became a customer-friendly corridor that brings to our business partners
reliable quality services.

Lőrinc Czakó
Chairman of RFC OEM Management Board
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The Driving FORCE in our Mission
Regulation 913/2010 EU concerning a European network for competitive freight entered into force on
9 November 2010. It was elaborated for the purpose of making international rail freight more attractive
and improve the efficiency of the system thus contribute to the modal shift from road to rail as well on
the long term. With the objective of improving the conditions for international rail freight Regulation
913/2010 EU (hereinafter referred as “Regulation”) aims to reinforce cooperation at all levels along
selected rail freight corridors (RFCs).
The long term vision with the RFC-concept is the creation and setup of international market-oriented
rail freight corridors, with a view to strengthen cooperation between rail infrastructure managers as
regards both investments and the management of capacity and traffic. The appropriate treatment of
international freight trains shall also be achieved in terms of capacity allocation on lines designated to
the corridor that also cater passenger trains.
Last but not least, a very important aspect is to support and allow the development of multimodality, in
particular with the concerned ports. In case all the measures of the Regulation are going to be tackled
and exploited on the right way, implicitly with further regulatory provisions arm-in-arm, the increase of
the competitiveness of rail transport vis-á-vis other transport modes will be significant.
All the parties involved into the operation of RFC Orient/East-Med will work hard to achieve the targets
of the RFC-concept, serve the demands of the market in its best way possible therefore try to contribute
to the long term vision of the creation of a Single European Rail Area.

Picture 1. RFCs map made by RNE
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1. 	Introduction
1.1 Who are we?
Rail Freight Corridor Orient/East-Med (hereinafter referred to as “RFC OEM”) according to the Regulation
links Central-Europe with the Eastern- and South-Eastern parts of Europe running until the Greek port of
Piraeus. The requirements deriving from the Regulation RFC OEM have called the most Member States
for an international cooperation, namely: Czech Republic, Austria, Slovak Republic, Hungary, Romania,
Bulgaria and Greece.
According to Regulation (EU) No 1316/2013 the corridor should be extended by 2018 with a new
Member State: Germany. As a consequence the corridor will run between the cities of Bremerhaven /
Wilhelmshaven / Rostock / Hamburg – Praha – Vienna / Bratislava – Budapest – Bucureşti Constanţa/Vidin
– Sofia –/ Burgas / Svilengrad (Bulgarian-Turkish border) /Promachonas – Thessaloniki – Athína – Patras.
The preparation for the accession of Germany to the corridor started in 2016, after the modification of
the basic corridor documents even the logo was changed according to the Management Board decision
taken on the 27th of October 2017.
The current length of the corridor is approximately 7750 km. However, the length of the corridor route
sections are very different among the involved countries, Austria has the shortest one with about 350
km (approx. 5% of the whole corridor) and Romania has the longest part, about 2200 km corridor line
(approx. 28% of the total length).
RFC OEM follows mostly the path of ERTMS Corridor E which runs from Dresden to Constanta (common
line from Praha to Constanta). The deployment of ERTMS contributes to remedy the lack of technical
compatibility, a major obstacle for the development of international rail traffic.
The designation of RFC OEM was also identified on the basis of previously defined European corridor
concepts, such as:
 the TEN-T priority axis 22, which runs from Nürnberg and Dresden to Constanta and Athens
(common line from Praha to Constanta and Athens),
 RNE corridor 10, which ran from Hamburg to Budapest (common line from Praha to Budapest)
and RNE corridor 9, which ran from Vienna to Kulata and Constanta as well as to Varna, Burgas and
Svilengrad (common line from Vienna to Constanta and to Kulata).

RFC OEM
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RFC OEM is one of the most important transport arteries connecting the centre of Europe with South-East
part of the Union. These strategic transit routes also allow building up connection towards Turkey, with
an important boosting economic area from where more and more traffic flow can reach the RFC network.

1.2 Special characteristics of RFC OEM
7 different countries, 7 different levels of infrastructure development set up a basis for a constructive
cooperation along the corridor, where the customer-oriented attitude is the most important key element
of the progress. Therefore the governance of RFC OEM has utmost importance to harmonise provisions
and requirements of rail freight related services. The RFC OEM management believes that there are big
potentials for the development of rail freight business on the long term and the corridor could be also
a strategic connecting opportunity toward East.
The fact that six of the involved Member States are beneficiaries of EU Cohesion Funds also indicates that
RFC OEM differs in its features and infrastructural characteristics from the other RFCs which run more
Central and Western parts of Europe where rather the operational measures remain still problematic. At
the same time the access to the Cohesion Fund also can be seen in a positive light, enabling the Member
6
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States and Infrastructure Managers concerned the possibility to use European funds to modernize the
railway infrastructure and adapt it to the needs of today’s and tomorrow’s freight market.
The South-Eastern European region currently experiences the implementation of CEF (Connecting
Europe Facility) funds. The focus lies upon the upgrades and modernisation of rail infrastructure, the
proper implementation of the TEN-T minimum measures in particular electrification, the introduction
of 740 m train length, 22,5 t axle-load and ERTMS on the entire core network for freight latest by 2030.
This will give a boost in capacity, efficiency and competitiveness of freight. The adequate development
of intermodal terminals and last-mile infrastructure are also crucial points which have to be tackled as
regards of the current bottlenecks of the network.
The corridor governance tries to serve a very demanding business environment from 2013 with an
outstanding flexibility taking into consideration the needs of the market. Due to the fact that plenty
of capacity is available on lines involved into the corridor, Railway Undertakings do not plan long time
ahead when it comes to reservations of capacity for the operation of their freight trains. Therefore path
requests happen rather on a short notice basis then in forms of “Pre-arranged Paths” – the special product
introduced by the RFC-concept. As there is sufficient capacity available the cost-sensitivity of the region
could even result in more ad-hoc path requests of customers who can sometimes reassess their business
routes, even if time-wise it is not the fastest way to proceed. Due to the previously mentioned characteristic
of the corridor, whereas customers tend to request paths on a short notice RFC OEM decided to join the
RNE-pilot programme for the short-term capacity product launched in December 2017.

Picture 2. „Green” transport mode
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2. 	RFC OEM Corridor governance
Rail Freight Corridor Orient/East-Med is established by cooperation of the transport ministries,
infrastructure manager companies and one allocation body of seven countries.

The setup of Rail Freight Corridor Orient/East-Med organizational units is illustrated in this schematic
picture:
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One of our core businesses to operate the rail freight corridor is the coordination of traffic management.
Harmonisation and coordination of different national rules and procedures along the corridor is one
of our biggest duties in our everyday life. To find solutions which are acceptable for every involved
Infrastructure Managers is important task for facilitating the smooth corridor operation among the
dispatchers on cross-borders and after through the whole inland traffic management.

2.1 Executive Board
The Memorandum of Understanding establishing the Executive Board (EB) and containing the
implementing measures of RFC OEM was signed in Luxembourg on 16th June 2011 at TTE Council.
The Executive Board is the body responsible for supervision of corridor activity and for defining the
general objectives and the framework for capacity-allocation along the corridor. The Executive Board is
addressed in case of issues beyond the competence of Infrastructure Managers and Allocation Bodies
or when a conflict of interest arises between them.
The main focus of the Executive Board in 2017 was on the update of the Transport Market Study, the
Investment Plan and finally, the whole revision of the Implementation Plan including the accession
of Germany to the corridor. It has required amending inter alia the already defined principle routes of
the Regulation, the contractual framework of the corridor governance in order to be ready with the
integration in due time.

2.2 Management Board
The Infrastructure Managers’ and Capacity Allocation Bodies’ obligation is to set up the Management
Board based on the Regulation. In early 2011 the concerned Bodies had their first meeting on RFC Orient/
East-Med related matters. The body was officially established in September 2011 by the signature of a
Memorandum of Understanding by the eight infrastructure managers and one capacity allocation body
of the corridor, namely

RFC OEM
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RFC OEM member companies
 ÖBB-Infrastructure – ÖBB-Infrastruktur AG – IM, Austria
 SŽDC – Railway Infrastructure Administration, State organisation
(Správa zeleznicní dopravní cesty, státní organizace) – IM, Czech Republic
 ŽSR – Railways of the Slovak Republik (Zeleznice Slovenskej republiky) – IM, Slovak Republic
 MÁV – Hungarian State Railways Company Limited by Shares (MÁV Magyar Álllamvasutak Zrt.)
– IM, Hungary
 GYSEV – Raab–Oedenburg–Ebenfurter Eisenbahn AG (Győr-Sopron-Ebenfurti Vasút Zrt.) –
IM, Hungary & Austria
 VPE – Hungarian Rail Capacity Allocation Office (Vasúti Pályakapacitás-elosztó Kft.) –
AB, Hungary
 CFR – National Infrastructure Manager of Romania
(Compania Nationala de Cai Ferate) – IM, Romania
 NRIC – National Railway Infrastructure Company, State Enterprise (НКЖИ (Национална
компания железопътна инфраструктура) – IM, Bulgaria
 OSE – Hellenic Railways (Οργανισμός Σιδηροδρόμων Ελλάδος) – IM, Greece
The Management Board (MB) is the main operative body of the corridor, its members have to make
fundamental decisions, and so they hold meetings more frequently. The Management Board makes its
decisions on the basis of mutual consent of its members.
There were 5 meetings in 2017 in different host countries based on the rotation principle. Sharing
duties and learning best practices of related IMs is a very good accelerating force in the international
cooperation. Meetings were held in Budapest, Vienna and in Frankfurt. The operative management
tackled with several important issues to strengthen inter alia
 the train performance management – to reach the goal of “2-hour waiting time” at cross border points
 the OSS and C-OSS activities,
 the revision of the Implementation Plan,
 the marketing based evaluation (updating the Transport Market Study),
 the consultative dialogue with members of the Advisory Groups,
 the preparation of the application for Programme Support Action (PSA) published in mid July 2017.
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Programme Support Action (PSA)
First time in the corridor operation the RFC OEM applied for EU financial support and prepared an
application for Programme Support Action launched by DG-Move on 21st July 2017. The described
package of the activities aims to improve both the internal and external services of the Orient / EastMed Rail Freight Corridor. In our believe it should create a solid basis for the cooperation between
the infrastructure managers, allocation bodies and the concerned ministries. It should also establish
tangible improvements for the customers, partly in a direct and partly in an indirect way. The action
comprises four activities:
1. Removing barriers: measures under this activity attempt to reduce the effects of the fragmented
nature of the rail systems. Measures are focusing on the following fields:
 operational rules,
 language,
 traffic management.
2. IT tools: this activity comprises all IT-related developments; hence, it possesses a great variety of
effects. They involve :
 improving the quality of providing information for the customers,
 reducing the administrative burden for both the customers and the service providers,
 helping to optimise the internal procedures of an infrastructure manager.
3. Operational costs: measures under this activity will safeguard a high level of cooperation and
commitment among the applicants towards the objectives of the
4. OEM RFC by eliminating the financial hindrances. Building connections: the RFC OEM intends to
enhance its relations with both the other RFCs (contributing to the creation of a network of RFCs)
and the customers directly (through marketing and communication measures).
RFC OEM has successfully participated in the call, the PSA support is going to be ensured in 2018.

Revision of the Implementation Plan
The main driving force to launch the revision procedure of the Implementation Plan was the extension of
the corridor and the update of the TMS. The preparation has started in early summer, all available data were
gathered directly from the IM-s, via the members of the related working groups. In many occasions there was
a double checking procedure as well, but in some cases, unfortunately not all data were available despite
the efforts of the respective working group members. The Secretariat received supplementary requests
from the ExBo and MB members as well, so the editor team worked very hard to dismiss discrepancies.
Another important aspect was the input coming from the members of AGs concerning some chapters
of the updated version of the Implementation Plan. After the evaluation of their requests the content
of the Implementation Plan, e.g. description of the corridor main characteristics, or the presentation of
the list of investment plans were adapted to their suggestions. Finally, the Secretariat had to take into
consideration all related RNE guidelines as well which are connected to the updating principle and rules
of CID. These guidelines are harmonised and agreed by all RFCs.

RFC OEM
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After 6 month intense coordination work and 2-month consultation period with the ExBo members the
final draft of Book 5. has been edited and approved by the both Management and Executive Boards as well.
During their year the Management Board made more than 50 MB decisions and read through a couple of
hundred pages of activity reports prepared by the Working Groups and by the Secretariat in 2017. The MB
makes decisions based on the proposals and background materials compiled by these experts’ groups.

2.3 The Secretariat
The Management Board of RFC OEM has analysed the conditions of possibly forming an EEIG for the
purpose of corridor management, then decided in 2013 to choose a representative governance model,
i.e. to operate a Secretariat, which provides the appropriate administrative support to enable the MB to
carry out its work, ensures that the tasks of the MB are properly co-ordinated, and organises all other
associated aspects of corridor activity. The Secretariat is located in Budapest. Responsibilities of the
Secretariat are listed in the Internal Rules and Procedures and in the Secretariat Agreement.

2.4 Corridor One-Stop-Shop (C-OSS)
Regulation 913/2010 has introduced a new “player” to the rail freight business. As a unique contact and
coordination point the Corridor One-Stop Shop – hereinafter: C-OSS – simplifies and standardises the
process of international capacity planning, application and allocation using the common European IT
tool Path Coordination System (PCS) developed by RailNetEurope. All available path products of the
corridor are registered in PCS and can be easily booked via this system. C-OSS will manage the request
through the whole phase providing maximum “care” as a single service provider acting as one IM on
behalf of all involved IMs.

In 2017 Mr. József Ádám Balogh continued to act as RFC 7 C-OSS Manager employed by the Hungarian
Allocation Body (VPE).
C-OSS Manager participates in several international meetings – such as: Forum Train Europe (FTE)
conferences, PCS trainings, working group meetings, Advisory Groups meetings (for Railway
undertakings (RAG) and for representatives of the Terminals (TAG)) and other common or individual
customer meetings – in order to facilitate the communication between the stakeholders ensuring
customer-oriented services.

12
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The C-OSS Community
Taking into account the experiences from the first year of operation the cooperation with other
corridors had become necessary. As a permanent working group set up by Management Boards
of Rail Freight Corridors the Corridor OSS Community constitutes a platform for exchange of best
practices among its members, coordination of their opinions and act as a permanent interface of
Corridor One Stop Shops towards RailNetEurope and its bodies.
The main mission of the Community is to support individual Corridor One Stop Shops of Rail Freight
Corridors in fulfilment of their tasks by finding common understanding and methods for the benefit of all.
Two main topics are considered by the C-OSS Community:
1. Topics related to C-OSS functioning on its own.
2. Topics related to improvements of process regarding the functioning of the RFCs having
consequences over the whole RNE members, customers and bodies.
In 2017 the Community had three meetings on different locations, dealing with the following main topics:
 Setting up pilot projects for new capacity products
 Capacity Bands
 Short-term capacity
 Further developing the harmonized procedure to collect international capacity needs
 PaP publication strategy
 Capacity management on overlapping sections of RFCs
 Providing inputs for the different RNE Working Groups and Task Forces
 Further improvements of RFC functions in PCS

RFC-PCS Training
The first RFC-PCS Training was organised in 2016 with the co-operation of RNE and C-OSS managers
and the main reason was the introduction of PCS Next Generation. After this first successful training we
realised that this should not be a one-time occasion, since most of the RUs/IMs are not using PCS on a
regular, daily basis, only in few times in a year: usually for annual requests. So even though users thinks
themselves as PCS experts, they can forget easily, simply because they only use the system a few times
per year. Thus the C-OSS Community realized that having these regular training is very useful to maintain
and expand the PCS knowledge, and also to provide support for the rookies. Another important aspect,
which makes these trainings unique is that participants can work with RFC-specific cases.
During these trainings the Customers receive not only best practice and support, but also first-hand
information on the annual PaP offer: routes, characteristics, parameters, terms and conditions and
all the important information.
The second training, organized together with RFC Baltic-Adriatic and Czech-Slovak in close cooperation with RNE, was held on 8th and 9th February 2017 in Budapest. The training consisted of:
 A short plenary session, held by RNE PCS Managers and all three RFCs together, during which
general information and new features of the system were presented.
 Group sessions moderated separately by each RFC, during which the Customers of each RFC
worked with the system by using real or test cases.
As we received very positive feedback from the market, our aim is to continue organizing this event
in the future.
RFC OEM
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Tools of the C-OSS – the Interactive Map
In order to provide our customers all necessary information related to corridor infrastructure in a
single place with a quick and easy access, the Interactive Map of RFC 7 – an Excel based application –
was introduced on our website in 2015, which has been constantly being updated since then.
http://www.rfc7.eu/interactive_map

2.5 Working Groups
The MB identified the basic structure of activities, and systematically divided the tasks to the most
competent expert groups in the particular fields. As a result, six Working Groups have been established,
each composing of experts from every MB member company, to deliver the required measures.
Each Working Group’s work is co-ordinated by a Head of WG designated by the Management Board
therewith possibly each infrastructure manager can direct one WG. The head of WG is responsible for
the organization and co-ordination of the work in the respective WG according to the decisions and
expectations of the MB and according to the aims and rules set out in the Regulation.
Every WG keeps a record of the activities, documents, consultations and decisions made by the WG.
Heads of WGs inform the MB about the activity of the WG via the Secretariat for every MB meeting, or
take part in the MB meeting upon request of the MB.

14
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The following Working Groups operate:
1. Marketing WG (leadership by GYSEV)
2. Traffic Management WG (leadership by MÁV)
3. Temporary Capacity Restrictions WG (leadership by SŽDC)
4. One-Stop-Shop WG (leadership by VPE)
5. Infrastructure Development WG (leadership by SŽDC)
6. Interoperability and ERTMS WG (leadership by ÖBB-Infra)
7. IT Tools WG (leadership by CFR S.A.)
The tasks of each WG are included in the Internal Rules and Procedures, and they are also governed by
the necessity arising in the process of corridor work. Though the topics of WGs overlap, their main fields
of competence are summarized in the below table:
Marketing WG

Transport Market Study, Satisfaction Survey, performance
objectives and monitoring, definition of Pre-arranged Paths
and reserve capacity, Non-RU Applicants.

Traffic Management WG

Harmonisation of traffic management in case of disturbance,
working out solutions and procedures for improving the
punctuality and reducing the waiting times during the train
run. Effective communication between TCCs. In the framework
of TPM Coordination working together with the concerned
RUs in order to increase the train performance of RFC OEM.

One-Stop Shop WG

C-OSS operation rules, Corridor Information Document,
definition of Pre-arranged Paths and reserve capacity,
coordination of capacity-allocation btw C-OSS & IMs &
Terminals & Applicants.

Infrastructure Development WG

Investment Plan, inventory of projects and financial
resources, harmonization of investments along the corridor.

Interoperability and ERTMS WG

Accelerating the establishment of better interoperability
along the corridor and enhancing ERTMS deployment,
ensure consistency with ERTMS E corridor.

IT Tools WG

Identification of necessary IT tools, facilitating their
introduction by every involved IM and AB.

TCR WG

Coordination of planned temporary capacity restrictions
along the corridor.

RFC OEM
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2.6 The Railway Undertaking Advisory Group (RAG) and the Terminal Advisory Group (TAG)
The Advisory Groups were created as a platform for railway undertakings (Railway Advisory Group
– RAG); managers and owners of terminals (Terminal Advisory Group – TAG) to facilitate the exchange of
information, to have a consultation in a various matters of the corridor operation, to find recommendations
and solutions for mutual benefit of all partners.
Since October 2012, the MB has consulted AG members at AG meetings and in e-mail circular letters
regularly. According to the Regulation AGs’opinions were always asked and were taken into consideration.
Our working model – Communication flow
As principally Secretariat acts as a single channel of communication between MB and AGs, it spreads
material for consultation to every company registered as AG member, and receives feedback from
the Spokespersons of the two AG only, which contains the opinion of all AG members:

In 2017 the cooperation between the stakeholders in the frame of the Advisory Groups were further
strengthened. Clear business interest were shown in connection with the corridor’s activities e.g. during
the meeting held on 9 May 2017 in Athens, we could welcome numerous new representatives of
Terminals who were really active and would like to establish closer relationship with RFC OEM.
Thanks to the previous experiences a constant structure of the AG meetings has been elaborated by 2017.
The main focus is always on the dialogue with our business partners, as their feedback is always essential
towards the development of the services of our corridor. Another permanent agenda items are in
connection with the C-OSS, traffic management and marketing issues. Furthermore, both meetings of
2017 were accompanied with a site visit on Terminals. In May in Port of Piraeus (Greece) the group had
an extraordinary occasion to learn about the container handling as a hub in the Mediterranean Sea.
In November the participants had the opportunity to visit Budapest Intermodal Logistics Centre, BILK,
(Hungary), a big inland waterway port in the centre of Europe. These possibilities allow understanding
and learning more about each other’s activities in the international freight transport chain and with the
synergies the RFC OEM potential can be increased in the future.
16
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Port of Piraeus is the largest port in Greece
and one of the biggest in the Mediterranean
Sea region. In the last few years the container
handling is growing rapidly. The port is
operated by the Piraeus Port Authority and
owned by COSCO (51%), by the Hellenic
Republic Asset Development Fund (23,4%)
and other investors of Piraeus Port Authority
(25,86%).

10th May 2017 – The RFC OEM Executive
Board met the Advisory Groups’ members
first time and the dialogue was very useful
between the two bodies. Beside of some
operational issues a short overview was
done as well about the recent infrastructure
investments facilitating the corridor
potential in freight transport.
One of the AG members’ messages is that they are really satisfied with the activities of the C-OSS, thus,
they would like to extend his role with continuous monitoring of the train runs. The Railway Undertakings
are ready to work closely with the RFCs in order to improve the service level with harmonised priority
rules, traffic management and cancellation policies, and last but not least, it would be important to
decrease the waiting times at border crossings. On the other hand there are stumbling factors which
should be eliminated to provide even more satisfying services. Inter alia the business partners claimed
that the uncoordinated capacity restrictions cause significant losses to the RUs, as they lose their
creditability and their traffic, as well. The RFCs and IMs are constantly working on this issue on European
and RFC OEM level to find a proper solution to this issue. The aim is to focus on defining reliable capacity
restrictions plan and to provide the necessary information to the business partners in due time.
The RUs generally support the PaPs for long term planning. On the other hand the current ordering
deadline for reserve capacities (30 days before train run) seems to be too rigid for them. In order to improve
the flexibility of the corridor offer, as it was requested by the railway undertakings, RFC OEM implements
a pilot project with the cooperation of RNE focusing on the significant decrease of the reserve capacity
deadline. The short-term capacity product has been published and offered from December 2017. In 2018,
taking into account the results of the pilot, this new product will be further developed.
First time in the operating phase of RFC OEM, the Chair of the Executive Board provided a short summary
about their recent activities. In line with the suggestions of the railway undertakings, the ministries,
close cooperation with the national safety authorities, work on the harmonisation of the concerned
national rules. Thanks to this initiative more questions could be answered on the spot because most of
these given information are not connected directly with the MB’s activities. One of the raised issues was
RFC OEM
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the mandatory technical checks of wagons entering Romania due to the concerned national legislation.
These inspections cause extra waiting times at Curtici station, the possible solution to this problem
would be the implementation of harmonised rules on the corridor. The ministerial level noted that the
national safety authorities re-examine all relevant national rules to eliminate administrative bottlenecks.
Moreover, for the first time the RAG representative participated at the Executive Board meeting of 10
May 2017, when a dedicated time slot was ensured to him in order to present their proposals directly to
the Ministerial level.

Picture 3. Advisory groups’ members visit BILK in a safe mode

Another important task was in the last year to update the corridor’s transport market study in order to
analyse the impacts and results of the extension towards Germany and in Greece. During the elaboration
phase the Advisory Groups provided really valuable comments which were duly analysed and utilised.

Conclusion
The result of the very intensive and progressive cooperation between the stakeholders is the
continuous development of the corridor services. The Advisory Groups are well-working platforms
for consultation, where the open dialogue allows finding proper solutions to the current issues,
establishing closer working relationship between the contributing partners.

18
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3. 	A brand new initiative – cooperation with the Orient East-Med
Core Network Corridor (CNC)
Following the establishment of the TEN-T core network corridors with the legal act by 1316/2013/EU
an interaction between the two organisations was started. The Orient/East-Med Core Network Corridor
(OEM CNC) runs parallel to RFC OEM, thus, they are the natural complimentary for each other.
During the three CNC Corridor Forum’s Working Group meetings on „Border-crossing rail transport”,
which were held in April 2016, April 2017 and October 2017, with strong cooperation with the Rail
Freight Corridor “Orient/East-Med” (RFC OEM), a new strategic goal was defined: to reduce significantly
the freight trains border waiting times and achieving the so called “2-hour goal”. This initiative defined
by Mr Mathieu Grosch opened up a wider activity which was formulated in the Regulation 913/2010/
EU. Implementing of a series of actions the RFC OEM governance together with the participating IMmembers are committed that standards in operation, capacity management and service quality will
be significantly improved.

Picture 4. Meeting with the CNC OEM European Coordinator, Mr Mathieu Grosch

Freight trains, operating along the RFC OEM Corridor from Germany to Greece, have to cross 6 borders. At
each, a time-consuming technical, administrative and logistical procedure by Infrastructure Managers,
railway undertakings and authorities are required resulting a prolonged border crossing waiting time.
The cross-border cooperation along the OEM Corridor, based on the Rotterdam declaration 2016
initiating to improve cross-border cooperation for freight rail traffic is a well-defined project. More than
100 experts in 8 different countries work hard together to achieve reducing the waiting time at cross
border points. Why is it so important?
RFC OEM
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The traffic management plays a key role in the train performance along the whole corridor. The activity
of the Train Performance Management Coordination is a very important streamlining factor in the
operation of the corridor since in this platform IMs and RUs work together. One of the key elements
of the competitiveness of the rail freight is the commercial speed of the trains. Having regard that the
long waiting time at border stations influence the commercial speed in a negative way it is logical
to concentrate on this factor. It seems also reasonable to tackle with this element because thanks to
implementing soft measures instead to accelerating heavy investments the commercial speed can be
significantly improved in a more efficient way.
The comprehensive analysis of the composition of the waiting time at cross border points showed that
the key issue is the RU related waiting times. It was realised that at twelve border crossing the average
waiting time of freight trains was higher than two hours. It was clear that the reduction of waiting time
and in the same time increasing the commercial speed is impossible to achieve without the active
involvement of the concerned RUs. Therefore the RFC OEM Management Board together with the Traffic
Management Working Group launched a new working method in 2017 and established 12 different
Task forces at cross border points along the corridor. Each Task force is elaborating their own list of
bottlenecks and proposing solutions to eliminate the obstacles.
Summarising the first lessons learned it has to be identified that the 12 cross border points have their
own specifies, one general model would not fit to all points. It was also declared that the border crossing
points is a multiplayer phenomenon, various stakeholders are involved, and so the procedure is not
IM related only. The IMs have to motivate RUs for active cooperation to reduce the waiting time and
not using the cross borders as a “parking area”. The main tasks of the Task forces is to collect and define
all issues which influence the waiting time with a negative effect and work out feasible solutions to
eliminate the unnecessary waiting time. The necessary technological process time of the related IMs
shall also be revised and if it is possible it shall be reduced as well. Setting up a Work Plan of each Task
forces based on a common goodwill will support to reach the goal: “2-hour waiting time” at cross border
points, thus the commercial speed along the corridor will also significantly increase!
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4. Capacity on RFC OEM
One of the main characteristics of RFC OEM is the availability of adequate and good capacity both in terms
of quantity and quality for the provision of rail freight services. This advantage stems from the fact that in
the CEE and SEE regions there are not so many congested parts of the infrastructure as it is typical rather
in Western European Member States. Our C-OSS made sure that a number of well-defined Pre-arranged
Paths (PaPs) and reserve capacity (RC) were available for the customers and in case any assistance or
special demand arose the C-OSS Manager was always at their disposal to assist with his best knowledge.

4.1 Our offer
For the second time path-construction process was preceded by a unique service oriented feature
offered by the C-OSS Community, inviting all potential applicants into a preliminary consultation in order
to improve the quality of PaPs for timetable 2018 and RC for timetable 2017 by collecting their needs.
All the received data were treated with utmost care and were incorporated during the designation and
construction of our path catalogues.
On 9th January 2017 PaP catalogue was published, offering to our Customers 9.7 million pathkilometers (km*running days) of high-quality paths for international traffic.

4.2 Results of 2017
Annual path requests
On 10th April 2017 (deadline for placing
international path requests) the C-OSS received 23
requests from 13 RUs.
Without any conflict (no double booking on
the same PaP) 28.5% of the available Corridor
capacity – 2.76 million path-kilometers – was
pre-allocated which is a major increase compared
to last year’s 14%.

PaP capacity allocated
by the C-OSS for TT 2018
28,5%

Total requested running days were 4940 with an
average 214.8 per request.
The longest requested PaP distance was 1637.5 km
with an average is 557.3 km per request.
This shows us an interest in utilizing corridor-capacity not only by the long-distance traffic – from
Germany towards Turkey – but also by traffic between terminals along the Corridor.

RFC OEM
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Share of PaP and Feeder/
Outflow capacity

Volume of requested PaP capacity
(km*RD)
2 766 112

12%
1 920 342
1 377 072

88%

0
K PaP (km*RD)

K F/O (km*RD)

TT2015

TT2016

TT2017

TT2018

Requests for reserve capacity
Reserve capacity – published on 10th October 2016
and later continuously updated – has provided
4.1 million path-kilometers in order to satisfy the
interim needs of our customers. Till the end of
timetable year 2017 1.48 million path-kilometers
had been requested and allocated through the
C-OSS, which is a slight increase compared to the
previous timetable year.
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Reserve capacity allocated
by the C-OSS in TT 2017

35,8%
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Capacity management KPIs

Volume of offered capacity
(km*days)

For TT 2018

X-11

9.7 million

In TT 2017

X-2 – X+12

4.1 million

Volume of requested capacity
(km*days)

For TT 2018

X-8

2.76 million

In TT 2017

X-2 – X+12

1.48 million

Volume of requests
(number of PCS dossiers)

For TT 2018

X-11

23

In TT 2017

X-2 – X+12

15

Number of conflicts
(multiple booking on the same PaP)

For TT 2018

X-8

0

Volume of pre-booked capacity
(km*days)

For TT 2018

X-7.5

2.76 million

Summary and conclusion
99 The amount of requested capacity grows year by year, which shows a clear interest from
the business partners in RFC OEM services. However the basis of this interest is not merely
a capacity guarantee, but also a guarantee of high-quality and customer-oriented services,
which shall be maintained and further improved.
99 Capacity utilization percentage (the ratio of requested and published capacity) also grows year
by year. As a result of the numerous consultative dialogues with RFC OEM business partners
and Advisory Group members, the offer is increasingly matching the real market demand.
99 Reserve capacity is a well-sold product on RFC OEM, based on the characteristics of the
market and of the business behaviour in this region, thus RFC OEM is continuously aiming
to develop this product further on.

4.3 Short-term capacity pilot
In order to expand our horizon fulfil on 1st December 2017 RFC OEM initiated a pilot for short-term
capacity requests.

RFC OEM
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Short-term capacity pilot

PRODUCT

ROLL-OUT

PROCESS

 Published and regularly
updated cross-border
capacity of the corridor
displayed in PCS in a form
of PaP
 Simple way to search and
select the most fitting PaP
due to special identifier
 Any origin/destination
or intermediate point
is allowed within the
countries of RFC 7
 No limitation in number of
operational days within a
timetable period  fits to
most planning procedure

 Application via PCS using
at least one PaP in the
dossier (precondition for
involvement of C-OSS)
 Application deadlines
are close to the
national deadlines
(recommendation
displayed in the C-OSS
Matrix)
 C-OSS actively involved in
the procedure providing
single contact and
coordination
 Harmonized international
path offer at a short notice

 6-month pilot
 Start date: 1st December
2017
 End date: 31st May 2018

PARTICIPATION

Product features:

FLEXIBILITY OUTSIDE THE BORDER AREA
COMPLETE TAILOR-MADE OFFERS

Free capacity

Allocated capacity

Network border
PaP
2

402
400
04

400
02

Allocated capacity

1
PaP

03
400
401

01
400

Border area

IM A

Handover

IM B
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Published in PCS, managed by C-OSS
 Flex PaPs with time indication
 Flex PaPs without time indication
(empty slots)
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5. Traffic and Train Performance Management
5.1 Progress achieved in Train Performance Management
2017 the Coordination had two major objectives in the pipeline, the first one was the involvement of
the concerned Railway Undertakings into the activity and the second one was reducing the waiting time
according to the Action Program decided by the MB of RFC OEM. These two issues are closely related to
each other, since without the active participation of RUs the reduction of waiting time is not achievable
as the major part of the waiting time is related to the activities and processes which belong to the railway
undertakings. During the year six RUs and one Terminal took part in the meetings and they were encouraged
to provide presentations at the TPM meetings to introduce those challenges which make them difficult
in certain cases to run trains on RFC OEM. We managed to make the first steps but we can’t stop our
effort to make more efficient the integration of RUS into the RFC OEM processes. The TPM Coordination
had four meetings during the year on different locations focusing its activity on the following issues:
 Finalising the Train Performance Management Rules of Procedure
The document was finalised and agreed in expert level at the meeting in Sopron in November 2017 and
sent to the RFC OEM MB for final decision. The aim of the document is to set up an overall framework of
standard procedures supporting traffic and performance management along the Rail Freight Corridor
7. These procedures fulfil the requirements contained in the Freight Regulation, 913/2010/EU. In order
to provide a solid basis for the improvement of the performance, the process for monitoring and
analysing has to be described and implemented. Regarding the whole train run, the implementation of
international TPM together with the national quality processes will complete the whole performance
management in railway business. The aim of TPM is to build up a common international system and
suitable procedures which enable the corridor organization to measure, analyse (raw data, weak points,
operational information, etc.) and take actions to improve train performance. The Rules of Procedure
is a practical application of the main principles described in the “RNE Guidelines for Freight Corridor
Punctuality Monitoring”, which was used as a reference document. This document is providing support
to the users of the TPM, based on the operational experiences and obligations.
According to our intention this will lead to:
hh Improved competitiveness for RUs (modal shift)
hh Optimized use of capacity for IMs
In consequence, this might accelerate to reach the target of the European Commission to shift traffic
from road to rail.
 Expectation of RUs regarding the TPM Coordination
Our first priority is to involve the experts of RUs into the activity of the Coordination. 2017 six RUs and
one terminal took part in the meetings and many of them provided a detailed presentation regarding
the experiences they collected running trains on RFC OEM. Such kind of information provided the basis
for the future activity of the TPM Coordination.
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 KPIs on RFC OEM
In the framework of TPM Coordination the members have to deal with all the obstacles and quality
problems which influence the costumers at choosing the way of transport. The analysing task is
supported by standard punctuality and other types of report generated with the application of OBI
from the TIS database. In the first step we work with the common RNE KPIs which show a reliable picture
about the services of RFC OEM. In 2017 the traffic volume at the members increased by 13,25%.

Number of border crossing freight trains on RFC7
87688
77425

2016

2017
source: IMs’ national systems

Besides dealing with the waiting time the TPM Coordination monitors the punctuality of freight train
regularly too. Since at some members the implementation of TIS is on the way, the RNE database does
not have the running data of all freight trains. The next two figures show the punctuality of 73.855
freight trains on RFC OEM in both directions, using a 30 minutes threshold. The figure indicates that the
trains running on their route have generally less than 50% punctuality when entering the corridor and
at exiting the corridor the punctuality decreases with almost 10%. This indicator shows the performance
of the concerned IMs and the quality of cooperation between the concerned RUs during the trail run.
It seems to be clear that during their run on RF OEM the punctuality of freight trains decreases about
10% which indicator is consistent with the average of other RFCs, which was 9,45% in 2017. In that
sense the performance of the corridor tends to be in line with the remaining RFCs. We see still room for
improvement, so RFC OEM is implementing activities to improve the punctuality. It is in our focus beside
increasing the commercial speed and decreasing the waiting time at border crossings.
Analysing the data and experiences improving the punctuality at origin seems to be the key issue since
about the half of the trains enters the corridor with more than 30 minutes delay and as a consequence
there is no real possibility to put the trains on the original paths later. Since the punctuality at origin
depends on the performance of the railway undertakings, the main focus of their activities should be
concentrated on the preparation of trains at the origin stations.
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Punctuality on RFC7
in 2017 North-South

Punctuality on RFC7
in 2017 North-South
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source: RNE OBI

 Reducing the waiting time at border points
According to the Rotterdam Declaration the TPM Coordination focused its activity on the waiting time
at borders points. While working together it became clear that almost every border crossing have higher
than two hours waiting time. Since we realized that no harmonised solution is feasible on the corridor,
RFC OEM MB decided to set up 12 Task Forces whose sole task is to deal with the waiting time and find
the appropriate solutions to reduce this time below two hours. After analysing the composition of the
waiting time it turned out, that sources of the problems could be grouped into
hh IM related issues
hh RUs activities
hh Authority related issues
The Task Forces started their activities by analysing the composition of the waiting time at the concerned
border points and involving all actors which play any roles in the processes at the borders. The Task
Forces realised that the waiting time should be separated into two parts
hh Necessary procedures
Those processes are required for the trains in order to be able to cross the border. The Task Forces using
a Gantt diagram, as common method, defined the necessary processes, which could be the basis for a
reliable timetable. This part of the waiting time could also be reduced but generally only with heavy
investments.
hh Unnecessary waiting time
This part of the waiting time shows the lack of suitable coordination among the actors and as a rule it
should be eliminated with an optimal coordination and organisation. Using only proper tools and soft
measures there is a good possibility making considerable steps in the right direction.
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The main task of the Task Forces is to set up a Work Plan which involves all the existing obstacles, the
possible solutions with the responsible actor and deadline for the implementation. This Work Plan will
be the basis of all future activities concerning the reduction of the waiting time.

5.2 Coordination of capacity restrictions
According to the original concept, the coordination of capacity restrictions was delegated to the Traffic
Management WG. During the TM WG common activities it became clear that this area becomes more
and more crucial since the vast majority of delays was related to the uncoordinated capacity restrictions.
Another influencing factor in this regard was the different rules implemented on different corridors
which performed a serious obstacle in the way of efficient coordination in this area.
Expected benefits and values of TPM Coordination:
In the first step our corridor concentrated on the harmonization of rules regarding the coordination
of capacity restriction. Among nine IM partners it is a rather big challenge! Thanks to our considerable
efforts and contribution in 2016 RNE accepted the new Guidelines for Coordination/Publication of
Planned Temporary Capacity Restriction which is the basis of the coordination also on RFC OEM.
Having regard that the capacity restriction is a special part of the railway business as such and requires
special knowledge, RFC OEM MB decided to establish the Temporary Capacity Restrictions Coordination
(TCR) Working Group headed by SŽDC. The working groups meets 2 times per year and experts are
committed to make necessary arrangements to give reliable information about the expected possessions
on the corridor. These information are collected and communicated on the web-site in close cooperation
with the C-OSS manager. The TCR working group follows also the progress of the TCR project run by RNE.
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6. 	Satisfaction Survey
Being aware of customers’ opinion is a fundamental interest of Rail Freight Corridors for further
development. With this in mind Regulation 913/2010/EU also requires RFCs to conduct a user satisfaction
survey on yearly basis and publish the main results.
Orient/East-Med Rail Freight Corridor has been a member of RNE Satisfaction Survey Platform since
formation (2014). This common surface provides us an adequate methodology with proved functionality,
and a complex European framework.
For the time being the target population is not extended, as a consequence the number of respondents
cannot be numerous either. Thus we have to work with a quite small sample size, however the results
reflect real market phenomena, which validate the survey, and provide us a good base to reveal the
main changes in RFC OEM performance.
In 2017 the questionnaire was shortened by 40%, which was a characteristic market demand. In return
we had to analyse with some limitation in comparison, however, the interview duration time became
competitive while the details of services could be measured shaded enough.
The fieldwork of the fourth wave was conducted in September and October, 2017.
RFC OEM could increase the number of interviews moderately, and the response rate among corridor
users is 62%. Our partners’ commitment is a valuable virtue to be kept in the future as well.
Based on our well based interpretation1 RFC OEM had convincingly more strengths then weaknesses.
Path Allocation dominance was well perceived among strengths, while our weaknesses were very similar
as in 2016: the weakest items identified Infrastructure as an issue.

1

Analytical point of view the cut-off point at the middle of the scale, at the turning point between Dissatisfied/Satisfied
sides is a crucial and decisive anchor, which borders OEM weaknesses, while those items which exceed the rigorous, but
progressive line at 75% of scale (where the significantly best range begins) can be considered as OEM strengths.
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Summary – Satisfaction Rating
mean

Cut-off point between -/+

availability of C-OSS
allocation process by C-OSS
FlexPaP concept in general
origin/destinations and intermediate stops in PaP
amount of PaPs (number of paths)
PaP schedule (adequate travel/departure/arrival times)
structure of survey on capacity needs
quality of PaP reserve capacity
business know-how of C-OSS
annual report by RFC
speed of PaPs
information on RFC website
PCS overall
CID overall (structure/contents)
RU Advisory Group/Terminal Advisory Group
information at RAG/TAG meetings
feedback from performance management
communication with & information by management board
adequacy of lines
information on terminals in CID
PaP offer/capacity management on overlapping sections
monthly performance reports
PaP parameters
helpfulness of & information from traffic management
measures to improve punctuality
quality/level of detail of information in list of works and possessions
measures to improve infrastructure standards
result/quality of coordination of works and possessions
involvement of RU in relevant processes
Weaknesses
infrastructure standards

75% of scale range
5,5

Strengths

Small sample size

5,1
5,1
5,0

Top 10
aspects

5,0
4,9
4,9
4,9
4,9
4,7
4,7
4,7
4,7
4,6
4,6
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,4
4,4
4,4
4,4
4,2
4,2
4,1

Bottom 10
aspects

3,8
3,7
3,4
3,2
3,1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Source: marketmind RFC User Satisfaction Survey
2017 reports
RFC 7 additional analysis

The research revealed a great, welcome development in the area of Train Performance Management on
performance reports and the feedback. In Overall communication we should pay special attention to
keep the outstandingly high performance level observed in previous years.
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To do Christmas Tree

Limited possibility to comparison
Due to questionnaire shortening
(2017) the number of factors
decreased and the composition
of some areas changed, as well
as a new filter was added.

To be developed

 Infrastructure standards
 Coordination, information
quality and RU involvement
in Works and possessions
 Terminal information

Steps forward

 Train Performance
Management

Area
averages
(total average of every
element belonging to
the particular area)

Further strengthening  Overall Communication

Key areas

 Path Allocation
 C-OSS

Source: marketmind RFC User Satisfaction Survey 2017 raw data
RFC 7 additional analysis

Small sample size

RFC OEM had a distinguished advantage in Path Allocation in comparison to Corridors’ Overall results,
and roughly summarizing it performed above average in every area we examined.
RFC OEM in 2017 had more steps forward, than backward again, however, still needs lots of efforts to
retain achievements, as well as to develop both on functional and conceptual levels.
Based on feedbacks2 we can define „hardware” and „software” to do this: hardware tells us where we
have to develop, software gives tools.

‘Where – Hardware’
 Infrastructure standards
 Train parameters
 Works and possessions
 Running conditions
 Interoperability
 Terminal information

‘How – Software’
 Harmonisation
 Cooperation
 Communication
 Integration level of Rus and terminals
 Business-oriented approach

Keeping these in mind the positive balance – we could detect 3 years in row – says us all in all that RFC
OEM corridor is on a right track.

2

Partly based on open-ended answers.
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7. 	Update of the Transport Market Study
In 2013, the first version of the Transport Market Study (TMS) was prepared with the coordination of the
Marketing Working Group of the RFC OEM, with the support of internal human resources of ŽSR’s railway
research institute VVÚŽ, and all relevant other working groups of RFC OEM as well as the Secretariat.
In order to allow the Management Board of RFC OEM to develop the corridor in line with the market and
customer needs and complying with the legal obligation for a periodical update, the Management Board
of RFC OEM decided to carry out an update of the TMS. This decision was also triggered by the entry
into force of the EU Regulation 1316/2013 (“CEF-Regulation”) and in particular its Annex II according to
which the amendments of the Principal Route of RFC Orient/East-Med (former „RFC OEM” but due to the
CEF-Regulation the RFCs has to be called on their names, therefore the abbreviation „RFC OEM” is used
in all updated documents) had to be carried out which means the extension to Germany (Bremerhaven/
Wilhelmshaven/Rostock/Hamburg) and further extensions in the South Eastern parts of the corridor (Burgas/
Svilengrad concerning the Bulgarian and until Patras concerning the Greek part of the RFC). According to
the CEF Regulation the extensions laid down in its Annex II shall be included at latest 10 November 2018
in the case of RFC OEM. These inclusions shall be based on market studies and take into consideration the
aspect of existing passenger and freight transport in line with Article 14(3) of the Regulation 913/2010.
It is important to highlight that the update was also expected to provide the Management Board with
a valuable knowledge and feedback to its efforts and tactical and strategical decisions to tackle current
challenges and to develop the corridor in line with market needs and customer expectations, allowing
it to identify and exploit new development potentials.
It is important to note that during the update procedure the results of Satisfaction Surveys of 2015
and 2016 were reflected upon highlighting the bottlenecks which still need to be worked upon.
Consideration of experiences of the operational RFC has crucial importance because these serve with
an input inter alia to define the type and the amount of capacity required on the corridor.
The relevant actions defined within the frame of the “Action Programme” (document attached to the
Orient/East-Med (OEM) Ministerial Declaration signed by the representatives of the relevant Ministries
of the OEM Member States on 21st June 2016 in Rotterdam) were also strongly considered during the
working procedures because the Action Programme define a set of bottlenecks to work upon which are
in certain aspects elaborated within the current TMS update (for example the identification of bottlenecks
stemming from the lack of implementation of the minimum TEN-T infrastructure requirements).
According to the RFC-Regulation, the main aim of the Transport Market Study should be to provide input
for the Management Board in order to be able to identify the necessary lines – principal or diversionary –
to be designated to the RFC and support the infrastructure managers and allocation body concerned
to be able to define the number and quantity of necessary Pre-arranged Paths to the respective lines. In
the case of the extension to Germany these tasks have been carried out as well as in the case of further
extensions to South Eastern Europe (Burgas/Svilengrad and Patras).
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It is very important to highlight that the Railway Advisory Group and the Terminal Advisory Group
platforms were consulted during the TMS update and they gave a vast amount of proposals for
improvement the improvement of the Study. The input received was analysed with utmost care by
the Marketing WG and the Secretariat, then incorporated accordingly to the final draft study by the
Consultants.
Among many other aspects, the rail capacity requesting behaviour of the customers was examined
along the respective Member States of RFC OEM and an accommodation of further alignments and
designation of further lines which were requested for addition or modification by the customers, was
carried out, evidently preceded by a prior approval of both Executive and Management Boards. A proper
revision of the lines designated to the RFC OEM was accomplished.
In this context, the update of the TMS in particular focused onto the following tasks:

Picture 5. Main coordinators of the TMS update
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The MB approved the final draft study as
well as the summary document called as
“Essential elements of TMS” (required input
to the Implementation Plan’s, chapter 3)
on 27th October 2017. The contributions
of the Executive Board were also taken
into account. The final approvals by both
Management and Executive Boards were
accomplished in December 2017.

 Update of information in the current TMS
 Extensions of RFC OEM to Germany and further
extensions as requested by the Annex II of the
CEF-Regulation
 Analysis of the connectivity to Turkey
 Assessment of the lines designated to the RFC OEM
 Compliance with the TEN-T minimum
infrastructure requirements
 Bottleneck analysis
 SWOT-analysis and success factors
 Analysis of capacity offer
 Last-mile infrastructure along the corridor

The complete version of the Transport Market Study forms part as Annex 5 of the Implementation Plan.
Extension of RFC OEM to Germany and until the Bulgarian–Turkish border and
Patras in Greece – great traffic potentials
An important milestone in the continuous development of
our corridor will be its extension to Germany towards the
North Western part, and to the Bulgarian-Turkish border
and Greece on the South Eastern part of Europe. This will
allow us to provide an uninterrupted connection from
the North Sea to Turkey and to the Aegean Sea allowing
us to grow and accelerate our traffic flow and enlarge the
movement of rail freight volumes between our regions in
the near future. These extensions, nevertheless are required
by the amendment of the already defined principle routes
of Regulation 913/2010 EU, are of major importance
to our corridor, therefore the careful preparation of the
implementation and the route alignments were well
ensured by the TMS-update procedure as well.
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8. 	RFC OEM IS A COOPERATIVE PARTNER
RFC OEM is a constructive cooperating partner in the whole RFC network. This new concept of the rail
sector – to establish a corridor network – is a continuously developing area in order to increase rail
freight’s competitiveness for longer distances in Europe. To find business oriented solutions is the key
accelerator in this multilateral cooperation.
Corridor Management keeps also very close contact with RNE. The common operational guidelines
provided by RNE contribute to a harmonised development of the corridors, even if they are not endorsed
by the Commission and thus have no legal status. RNE has launched several projects in 2016 and 2017
directly related to the operation of the corridor. RNE intends to involve RFCs’ experts in the elaboration
of the harmonised solutions. The work run in different project working groups. From September 2014
all RFCs are associated members in RNE General Assembly.
Twice a year the European Commission organises a joint meeting of representatives of all Member
States, Regulatory Bodies and RFCs, the forum is called SERAC RFC WG meeting. These meetings are
ideal occasions to tackle legal, operational and other specific issues to be addressed jointly by all
concerned Member States, Regulatory Bodies and IM-s concerning the common difficulties with the
practical implementation of Regulation 913/2010/EU.
As a good tradition RFC OEM organised a PCS training in Budapest for the customers and for the
representatives of the Infrastructure Managers of corridors Baltic-Adriatic, Orient-East/Med and CzechSlovak. The purpose of this common training was to acquire new experiences and actively practice the
new PCS features in an interactive way, furthermore to receive first-hand information on the annual Prearranged Path offer such as: routes, parameters and terms& conditions. The initiative received positive
feedback from the market, thus the C-OSS Community decided to continue this activity in the future.
RFC OEM is a reliable partner in cross-corridor cooperation, we are committed to represent our region’s
interest at discussions of different corridor platforms as e.g. RNE, CER, ECCO Group, UIRR, IRG-Rail etc.
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Contact us:
Website: www.rfc7.com; www.rfc7.eu
C-OSS manager: Mr József Ádám Balogh, coos@rfc7.com
Secretariat: Ms Ágnes Lengyelné, secretariat@rfc7.com

